Best Quotes in the
Book
Lesson of history is clear:
“The lesson of history is clear: when Christian belief is strong,
the crime rate falls; when Christian belief weakens, the crime
rate climbs. Widespread Christian belief creates a shared
social ethic that acts as a restraint on the dark side of human
nature.”
Charles Colson, A Dance with Deception, 2004 (p. xvii)

A Cultural Hegemony Was Necessary
“A cultural hegemony was necessary. It would be
accomplished via a ‘long march through the
institutions’ to take over and transform
schools, colleges, magazines, newspapers,
theaters, cinemas, and art. It was necessary
to control opinion-forming centers to
change the prevailing culture, but primarily
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to eliminate Christian influences.”
Antonio Gramsci, a leader in the Italian Communist Party in
1939 (p. xviii)

Evolution is a Religion
“Evolution is promoted by its practitioners as more than mere
science, as an ideology, a secular religion – a full-fledged
alternate to Christianity, with meaning and morality. I am an
ardent evolutionist and an ex-Christian, but the literalists are
absolutely right. Evolution is a religion. This was true of
evolution in the beginning, and it is true of evolution today.”
Ardent Darwinian atheist Michael Ruse, 2011 (p. xxi)

One of the Great Jokes in History

“I myself am convinced that the theory of evolution,
especially the extent to which it’s applied, will be one of the
great jokes in the history books of the future. Posterity will
marvel that so flimsy and dubious a hypothesis could be
accepted with the incredible credulity that it has.”
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Malcolm Muggeridge – world famous journalist and
philosopher – Pascal Lectures, University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada (p. 2)

The Creation-Evolution Question
“The creation-evolution question is certainly the most
important area of the apparent conflict between the Bible and
science. It is a mistake for Christians to compromise on this
issue or, perhaps even worse, to ignore it. Although our
nation was founded on creationist principles and all the early
schools in our country taught Creation, Evolution has now
become the dominant philosophy and for several generations
has been taught as fact in practically all our schools.”
Dr. Henry Morris (p. 16)
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Burden of Proof Must Fall on Atheists
“The Thomist philosopher Ralph McInerny reasoned that it is
natural for human beings to believe in God because of the
order, arrangement, and law-like character of natural events.
So much so, he said, that the idea of God is almost innate,
which seems like a prima facie argument against atheism. So,
while Plantings argued that theists did not bear the burden of
the proof, McInerny went still further, holding the burden of
proof must fall on atheists!”
Atheist Anthony Flew, quoted Ralph McInerny (p. 30)

Fossil Record Contains Little in Intermediate Forms
“All paleontologists know that the fossil record contains
precious little in the way of intermediate forms; transitions
between major groups are characteristically abrupt.”
Stephen J. Gould, Professor of Geology and Paleontology,
Harvard University (p. 41)
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Radiometric dating – grossly in error
“The Creation View: Numerous radiometric estimates have
been hundreds of millions of years in excess of true age. Thus
ages estimated by the radiometric dating methods may very
well be grossly in error. Extrapolating the observed rate of
apparently exponential decay of the earth’s magnetic field,
the age of the earth or life is relatively recent and seemingly
could not exceed 20,000 years.”
Gish, “Summary of Scientific Evidence for Creation (Part I &
II),” VII. (p. 42)

Sweeping DNA Study Supports Creationism
Atheist scientists Dr. Mark Stoeckle and Dr. David Thaler
reported in 2018 on a study that supports creationism. They
were quoted as saying: 1. “Species with far flung populations
– from ants, to rats, to humans - do not become more
genetically diverse with time. 2. Nine out of 10 species on
Earth today, including humans, came into being 100,000 to
200,000 years ago. &, 3. In analyzing the bar codes across
100,000 species, they found a telltale sign showing that
almost all animals emerged about the same time as humans
(100,000 to 200,000 years ago).”
Dr’s Stoeckle and Thaler (p. 57-58)
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